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Introduction

Phishing Simulator & Awareness Educator
In 2020, the global average cost of a data breach amounted to 3.86
million U.S. dollars according to Statisca (2020) and data breaches
cost UK organisations an average of £2.9 million per breach.
Moreover, according to Verizon, human error is the reason for 90%
of breaches. These facts are enough to convince people security
awareness training is important.
Security awareness training is critical since threat actors are
always looking for new ways to attack and the threat landscape is
continually changing. The most vulnerable asset in organisations
today is people; the employees. Criminals know people can provide
much more to make their exploits successful and to train people on
how to identify and stop phishing phishing attacks is critical.
Keepnet’s Phishing Simulator is a cyber security program that
allows organizations to send benign phishing emails that look real
but are completely fake to their employees to test their users.
Phishing tests are designed to allow employees to detect phishing
attacks and their variants and report them appropriately, and are
also used to detect weak links and measure the effectiveness of
security training programs. The Phishing Simulation module is
fully-integrated with our Awareness Educator to automatically
place employees who are caught by our phishing simulations onto
appropriate e-learning courses to improve their vigilance to
genuine phishing attacks.
In this use case document, you are going to see how different
industries have utilized Keepnet Labs Phishing Simulator and
Security Awareness Educator to achieve their specific goal to get
protected from phishing attacks. This document will focus on the
problem that these industries have been facing today, and provide
a detailed step-by-step description of how their system is secured
by Keepnet Labs security awareness modules.

1
Energy
Companies

How do simulated phishing tests and cyber
security awareness training help the energy
industry?
Oil and gas management and electric power systems increasingly
turn to digital solutions. Thus, energy companies are becoming
increasingly concerned about their defenses against hackers and
criminals seeking to damage or even shut down those systems.
Recent cyber security breaches towards energy companies
highlight the vulnerability of the most critical systems to
cyberattacks.
Today, energy companies are especially vulnerable to cyberattacks,
however a structured approach that applies communication,
organizational, and process frameworks can significantly reduce
cyber-related risks. For this to happen, cyber security awareness
training plays an important role. It provides the employees with the
information they need to secure their organisation and all their
sensitive data against most advanced attacks like social
engineering.
Keepnet helps many energy companies around the world using
cyber security awareness training that centers on multiple topics in
cyber security. Keepnet uses the best security awareness training
programs prepared by professionals and employ phishing
simulation tools and other cyber security awareness training
components together to teach users how to protect against cyber
attacks like phishing, spear-phishing, phone phishing, baiting,
whaling, watering hole, ransomware, malware, social engineering,
and other attacks.
Keepnet allows users to learn most information security essentials
and defend themselves against current cyber attacks and secure
their data by offering a core awareness curriculum that presents
users a comprehensive security awareness training experience.
Keepnet has also information security series related to Security
Training for Managers and Executives which teach managers or
executives' roles and responsibilities on cyber security awareness
best practices.

2
Educational
Institutions

How do simulated phishing tests and cyber
security awareness training help schools and
universities?
Educational institutions tend to be an attractive target for cyber
criminals in recent years as they have fallen behind with training
their own workforce and students against contemporary cyber
security threats. They also tend to be behind the curve, when it
comes to tightly securing their sensitive data. Furthermore, there
are many more issues to consider. Logging onto the system to
attend online classes leaves pupils exposed to cyber attacks.
Schools’ public WiFi could very easily be hacked or cloned, giving
access to thousands of user’s devices.
These institutions have massive data on student history such as
personal information, postal addresses, medical history and phone
numbers and even bio-metrics. Cyber-criminals are fully aware
that a lot of educational institutions do not have the same cybersecurity consciousness as corporate organizations and thus there
are several incidents where colleges have famously fallen victim to
ransomware attacks and were forced to pay thousands of dollars
to regain access to their encrypted files.
Paradoxically, universities don’t make general cyber security skill
and basic awareness a fundamental part of their curriculum, except
for a few departments like computer science or IT. While
universities use technology to get protected against cyber threats,
user training has been a critical factor in against phishing attacks.
Keepnet Phishing Simulator and cyber security awareness training
have been a leading practice allowing university staff to be
prepared against phishing attacks. Users in the student affairs
office and other administrator departments have been tested by
Keepnet Phishing Simulator and they experienced these attacks
before they were actually targeted. They were also trained with
the most uptodate and engaging training contents to identify cyber
attacks such as data or identity theft, credit card frauds or
ransomware attacks.

3
Government &
Public
Administration

How do simulated phishing tests and cyber
security awareness training help governments
and public administration?
In recent years, governments and the public sector are proven to
be among the most targeted sectors by cyber attacks, especially by
ransomware since they would pay anything to regain access to
their systems or data. And when they are targeted, it is not just for
easy money or for a specific citizen data, the attackers are also
after highly sensitive information such as specific government
data, confidential campaign details or classified conversations
among ministries.
Busy government personnel have intense workloads and it
becomes difficult to ensure they are all trained against even for the
most basic cyber security skills and the lack of this training makes
governments and public administrations vulnerable against cyber
threats. Trained staff act more accurately, and they are more
diligent against cyber attacks. Keepnet Labs contributed to their
endeavours in the process, to prevent these attacks with easily
launched phishing simulations combined with cyber awareness
training. Keepnet has helped the employees who are unaware of
the recent cyber attacks, to be more vigilant in regards to right
cyber security practices.
Keepnet offers the solution to improve cyber skills with it’s various
awareness programs that are assigned to employees depending on
their actions during phishing simulations. Phishing Simulator has
allowed these companies to create unlimited departments, groups
and teams to schedule and target their users with phishing tests
and assign them with the related training on Awareness Educator.

4
Airlines

How do simulated phishing tests and cyber
security awareness training help the Aviation
Industry?
Airlines companies have big volumes of passenger data which
include credit card and passport information, and also passengers’
flight information from their reservation and scheduling systems.
Also, when it comes to safety, safety is the key for Airline
companies since if a cyberattack becomes successful, it might end
up in loss of numerous lives – resulting in a complete catastrophe,
not mentioning the destruction of trust and the brand.
Recent cyber attacks towards airline companies like the Cathay
Pacific breach (in which a hacker had accessed the personal
information of 9.4 million customers), Air Canada breach (that
affected 20,000 people), and British Airways breach (which
compromised 380,000 passengers, and later that 185,000 more
were affected by a second attack) show that airlines become one
of the prime targets for hackers.
Airlines also face a shortage with cybersecurity talent staff, which
makes the situation more difficult and poses a growing risk to their
businesses worldwide struggling to find, hire and retain skilled
employees.
Keepnet assists with training and educating of Airlines Companies’
employees to improve security to enable the aviation companies to
live up to the security requirements necessitated by authorities
and other partners. Awareness is critical to identify and block
potential threats to the security at the Airline companies and to be
proactive against possible security threats in and around high risk
areas.
Keepnet Labs helps Airline companies with the followings:
Acquire skill, techniques and knowledge to identify and prevent
malicious activities,
Creating best email security practices by employing the
principles of neuroscience and cyber security
Cost-effective methods of tighten security without increasing
the cost by using various attack simulation

5
Banks and Other
Financial
Institutions

How do simulated phishing tests and cyber
security awareness training help banks and other
nancial institutions?
Every single industry is facing cyber security challenges on a
different level. However since financial gain is the biggest motive
behind most of the cyber attacks, banks and financial institutions
have higher risk of getting compromised by hackers. These
institutions generally have top notch security tools to secure their
business data, but they won’t be protective enough when an
employer provides crucial information to a malicious link thinking
it’s a secure one.
For this sole reason, it is of utmost importance to train every single
employee against malicious emails so that they can identify and
avoid potential phishing attacks.
With Keepnet’s industry leading Phishing Simulator, banks and
other financial institutions understand how vulnerable their
workforce are against phishing attacks. Using and customising
various phishing scenarios from Keepnet’s Phishing Simulator
library, employees within these institutions were trained against
the most up-to-date phishing attacks and they were proved to be
resilient when such attacks really occurred. Moreover, combining
security awareness training pieces with simulated phishing tests,
they were able to raise cyber security awareness by focusing on
the weak assets revealed in phishing tests and assigning training
for different departments or groups of people using various cyber
security awareness contents.
Banks and financial institutions also whitelabelled training
contents using their own logo and were able to add their own
training to the Keepnet Platform with a single click.

6
E-commerce

How do simulated phishing tests and cyber
security awareness training help the e-commerce
industry?
E-commerce has skyrocketed in terms of interest and will continue
to grow, since many individuals now make purchases from their
homes. In fact, US e-commerce sales are up by 49% and according
to Digital Commerce 360 estimate, online’s share of total retail
sales has steadily been on the rise—with ecommerce penetration
hitting 21.3% in 2020. Consumers rely on quality experience,
products, and services when purchasing anything from a website.
However, success in online shopping depends on the proper
cybersecurity measures that help to protect clients, employees,
and the business itself from most recent security threats.
Therefore, cybersecurity has a crucial role for e-commerce
business operations and has critical ramifications on the ecommerce sector.
The main security issues the e-commerce industry employees
could encounter are DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks,
phishing and ransomware attacks. Especially phishing attacks
could be planned activities (Spear Phishing) that could target
specific individuals and be more difficult to identify. These attacks
are much more successful to steal sensitive data from systems
and databases.
To mitigate the risks of these threats and instill better security
management practices, security awareness is of topmost
importance in the e-commerce industry because when
cybercriminals attack a business, they prepare a complex, often
multifaceted plan by leveraging multiple methods. Therefore,
equipping with particular defenses and technologies like firewall
and spam, e-commerce companies should focus on their last line
of defence: Human.

7
E-commerce

Keepnet protects many e-commerce companies by educating their
employees against most recent types of threats that eCommerce
staff should be aware of. These training subjects include:
Phishing,
Ransomware,
DDOS Attacks
Spear Phishing,
Spam Attacks,
Credit and debit card fraud,
Malware
E-skimming,
Bad Bots
Keepnet is also pioneering with its anti-phishing solutions like
simulated phishing tests and protecting e-commerce businesses
around the world. Phishing simulation allows e-commerce
companies to test and quantify their human vulnerability by safely
and proactively sending benign simulated phishing attacks to their
team, tracking their actions, and getting reports. Phishing
Simulator is also fully-integrated with our Awareness Educator (
Security awareness LMS) to automatically place employees who
are caught by our phishing simulations into appropriate e-learning
courses to improve their vigilance to genuine phishing attacks.

8
Insurance
companies

How do simulated phishing tests and cyber
security awareness training help the insurance
companies?
Insurance companies are extremely vulnerable to cyberattacks,
since they possess and manage a large volume of sensitive data.
Insurance industry is one of the most appealing targets for
criminals to get information such as banking, driver’s license, social
security numbers as well as health, or other property information.
Once a cyber attack is successful, besides reputation, data
breaches in the insurance company have major direct and indirect
consequences that could disrupt their business. The immediately
associated costs will include fraud expenses, IT remediation costs,
PR expenses, legal costs, forensic investigation costs, and etc.
There will be other costs depending on the gravity of the attack like
compensation costs, penalties charges, as well as competitive
advantages, revenue, and share prices.
Keepnet Phishing Simulation is an excellent part of security
awareness training programs for Insurance companies, especially
fighting against phishing attacks. It is easy to deliver simulated
phishing emails and customizable phishing templates to test
employees. It is possible to manage pre-configured or customized
phishing attack templates.
Keepnet also deploys microlearning and nanolearning contents
that are produced to address critical cyber security subjects in
small pieces that take only minutes to complete. Also, using
nanolearning contents, employees in insurance companies are able
to learn of key points and risk by encouraging higher rates of
knowledge maintenance and behavior change. Nano videos only
take 30 seconds or less.
Also, using Keepnet security posters, infographics, tip & sheets,
newsletters, insurance companies increase the efficiency of their
security awareness program with visuals components that are
easily customized to match with their brand. s an integral part of
its holistic cybersecurity approach, Keepnet Labs visual contents
present an important anti-phishing solution that include topics
such as ransomware, physical security, online security, phishing,
email security, wireless security, online transactions, security for
children, security for the elderly, fighting against online crime,
being a good online citizen, cyber safety rules, travel security, etc.

9
Healthcare
Institutions

How do simulated phishing tests and cyber
security awareness training help the insurance
companies?
The healthcare industry is troubled by a lot of cybersecurityrelated issues. Storing and managing patients’ data in the digital
environment brings responsibilities, challenges and issues. These
issues range from malware that jeopardizes the integrity of
systems and privacy of patients. Despite the fact that other critical
sectors are also targeted by these attacks, the healthcare
industry’s mission creates great challenges, since the cyber attacks
can have ramifications beyond financial loss and breach of privacy
for Healthcare. Therefore, healthcare institutions are one of the
prominent targets of the bad actors and they are mostly exposed
to data breach risks.
Cyber security is a main concerns for Healthcare institutions for a
few reasons:
A patient’s health data as well as other valuable financial
information is a great motivation for hackers.
Many medical devices are vulnerable to cyberattacks, especially
IoT devices.
Collaborative working is key in the healthcare industry, and
people often work remotely from different devices. This opens
up more opportunities for attackers
Medical professionals are trained to deal with a lot – but
education in online threats is not in their schedule. They aren’t
educated in online risks
Smaller healthcare organizations are also at risk
Becoming the victim of a cyberattack has financial consequences
however there are also reputation loos for these institutions. Thus,
properly training the associated staff and managers is the key step
towards ensuring a safe environment for Healthcare institutions.

10
Healthcare
Institutions

Keepnet’s security awareness program basically instructs these
institutions on how hackers can victimise you both at work and
home, using a variety of means like SMS text, phone calls, online
browsing, social media, email attachments, public WiFi,
applications, and devices. Keepnet’s information security
awareness training programs teach these institutions how hackers
mainly manipulate people by utilizing human emotions, like fear,
anger, hastiness, and wonder to trick them into giving sensitive
data or money. They basically learn how to configure their
environment properly and how to use their device and operating
system in a secure way.

About us

Keepnet Labs protects businesses throughout the full lifecycle of emailbased cyber-attacks. We have developed a full spectrum suite of cybersecurity defence, threat monitoring, security management and user
awareness products that encapsulate an integrated approach to people,
processes and technology thus reducing the threat in all areas of cyber risk.
We are committed to continuous innovation and expansion of our suite of
security products in order to meet the needs of a dynamic and rapidly
growing networked population in a constantly evolving cyber-threat
environment. Our cyber defence strategy adopts three holistic elements:
people, process, and technology:
People: we focus on the “human factor”, using engaging, structured, content
to raise cyber awareness and engender “active defence” behaviours.
Process: we support the development and management of user security
awareness plans, monitor user compliance and Key Performance Indicators
and embed cybersecurity as an intrinsic part of the corporate culture.
Technology: we scan and isolate malicious attachments and email content
and provide system administrators with “one-click” management across the
enterprise.
Keepnet Labs improve overall organisational security posture and mitigate
cyber-risk by;
Real-time analysis and management of email-borne threats
Threat simulation designed to test the organisations’ security posture.
The availability of timely threat intelligence
Realistic, but safe, phishing simulation
Supporting security awareness training programmes
Our internal corporate strategy creates a stimulating and innovative
environment where the Keepnet team has the opportunity to continually
enhance their skills and creativity while contributing to growth.

